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Abstract— With the advent of network densification and the
development of other radio interface technologies, the major
bottleneck of future cellular networks is shifting from the
radio access network to the backhaul. The future networks
are expected to handle a wide range of applications and users
with different requirements. In order to tackle the problem of
downlink user-cell association, and allocate users to the best
cell, an intelligent solution based on reinforcement learning
is proposed. A distributed solution based on Q-Learning is
developed in order to determine the best cell range extension
offsets (CREOs) for each small cell (SC) and the best weights
of each user requirement to efficiently allocate users to the
most appropriate SC, based on both backhaul constraints and
user demands. By optimizing both CREOs and user weights,
a user-specific allocation can be achieved, resulting in a better
overall quality of service. The results show that the proposed
algorithm outperforms current solutions by achieving better user
satisfaction, mitigating the total number of users in outage, and
minimizing user dissatisfaction when satisfaction is not possible.
Index Terms— Self organizing networks, 5G, cell association,
backhaul, reinforcement learning, Q-learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE Next Generation of Mobile Networks (NGMN), 5G,
is under heavy pressure in order not only to overcome
limitations of current cellular networks, but also to enable
and push the boundaries of future networks to a next level.
With 5G being in the imminence of commercial deployment,
a consensus between some of its requirements has been agreed
upon. Some requirements for 5G networks are [1]–[3]: address
the growth in coverage and capacity; provide peak data rates at
the gigabit level; support ultra high reliability and low latency;
provide better Quality of Service (QoS) to end-users; coexist
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with different Radio Access Network (RAN) technologies;
provide higher network energy efficiency.
In addition, one key differentiator of 5G networks is that
their users will have very diverse network requirements and
expectations. As such, current cell association approaches,
which are centered in two major assumptions (that the radio
interface is the bottleneck and that there is little variation
in user requirements) renders static association approaches
ineffective. Thus, due to the rising challenges of 5G networks
and demands of users, a new paradigm must be enabled
in the association of users and Base Stations (BSs). Furthermore, new technologies, such as network densification
and new air interfaces, are shifting the bottleneck of future
cellular networks to the backhaul [4]–[7]. However, due to the
sub-optimality of current cell association methods, the backhaul of the associated cell might not be sufficient to satisfy
specific user needs, and as such, more intelligent approaches
that consider the end-to-end connection (RAN and backhaul)
and users requirements is needed [7].
In this paper, a user-specific cell association algorithm is
proposed in order to tackle the problem of allocating users
with distinct requirements to the best fitting Small Cells (SCs)
with different backhaul parameters. The proposed solution
aims to tune both SCs Cell Range Extension Offsets (CREOs)
and user requirements weights, in order to determine the best
combination of CREOs and weights that satisfy each user, or,
if that is not possible, minimize its dissatisfaction. Users can
have different needs in terms of network parameters, such as
throughput, latency, resilience, energy efficiency, or security,
while each SC has certain attributes associated with these
parameters as well. The main idea and innovation behind the
proposed Reinforcement Learning (RL) based algorithm is,
to perform two different optimizations, one at the network
level, in which the algorithm optimizes the CREO of SCs
via Q-Learning, followed by another optimization at the user
level, in which the algorithm determines the best weights for
each user, also via Q-Learning. Combining both Q-Learning
solutions and optimizing both network and user parameters,
the proposed solution is able to provide user-specific allocation
and achieve better results in terms of user satisfaction and QoS.
A. Related Work
Since the main bottleneck of future cellular networks is
expected to shift from the RAN to the backhaul, its optimization and the BS association problem have gained increased
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attention recently. In [5], the authors optimize the backhaul
and BS assignment problem using a novel heuristic algorithm.
However, only user throughput was considered as a QoS
metric. Moreover, due to its heuristic nature, the proposed
solution might not be computationally feasible, as it must
determine for every network configuration, the parameters
of all users and BSs. Olmos et al. [6], build upon [5], and
consider a more generic model based on Markov chains to
solve the problem of cell selection with backhaul constraints.
Despite being more general, the authors do not consider
user QoS requirements and both [5], [6] do not consider a
heterogeneous network scenario, in which BSs have different
transmit powers and backhaul characteristics.
In [8], a method to balance network load of BSs backhaul based on their geometric location is proposed. In [9],
the authors aim to optimize the user-cell association in a
decoupled uplink and downlink heterogeneous network scenario. However, both [8], [9], do not consider user QoS
requirements when performing cell association. In [8], for
example, the authors attempt to perform backhaul load balancing, while in [9] the Reference Signal Received Power
(RSRP), cell load and backhaul capacity were regarded as
limiting factors in cell association. In [10], the authors optimize the network backhaul throughput by improving the
cell association process. However, as the authors mention,
conventional search algorithms would not work for this problem, as the cell association problem is NP-hard, becoming
infeasible for a large number of users an BSs. Thus, they
propose a heuristic centralized algorithm to associate users.
However, [10] also does not consider users with different
QoS requirements, nor cells with different backhaul links.
Pantisano et al. [11], address the the cell association issue by
considering that SCs can cache content in order to overcome
backhaul capacity limitations and improve users QoS. However, for the proposed solution to work, user location must be
known (or estimated) and only user throughput was considered
as a QoS requirement.
Han et al. [12], aim to optimize user association and
resource allocation in a heterogeneous network considering
radio resource consumption, energy and backhaul constraints.
However, because the problem is NP-hard, the authors propose
decomposition methods to reduce the problem to a smaller
version, and to build an online solution. Also, the authors
considered optimizing only the resource allocation and utility
of the network via cell association and did not attempt to
improve user QoS. In [13], network frame design, resource
allocation and user association optimization in a heterogeneous massive multiple input multiple output (MIMO) network
scenario is proposed. Although this solution can adapt to
different network scenarios, it does not investigate user QoS
requirements and only optimizes total network sum rate.
Ma et al. [14], investigate the user association and resource
allocation in a massive MIMO heterogeneous network scenario
and attempt to maximize network utility. The authors develop
an analytical solution and despite considering a heterogeneous
network scenario, users QoS requirements is not considered.
On the other hand, Lee et al. [15] address the user cell
association problem considering backhaul load balancing and
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minimizing user call blocking probability. The problem is
formulated as 0-1 integer problem, but due to its complication
it is relaxed to become a convex optimization problem. Lastly,
works by Jaber et al. [7], [16], [17], propose an algorithm
based on Q-Learning to solve the cell association problem
by considering backhaul limitations. The proposed distributed
solution aims to tune the CREO of SCs so that users can
connect to the SCs with the backhaul that would better match
their needs.
However, due to the analytical or heuristic aspect of these
solutions, [5], [6], [8]–[15] may not be adaptable enough in
order to enable future cellular network paradigms, such as Self
Organizing Networks (SON), as they often require unrealistic
assumptions. Most of these works require the knowledge of
how many users and BSs or SCs are in the network, or user
positions and requirements, for example. Also, as it could be
seen, almost none of the reviewed works consider user QoS
requirements or the utilization of different applications and
backhaul links. Furthermore, as these works often depend on
searches or analytical expressions, periodical optimizations are
often required and no network or user data is utilized, not fully
exploiting the potential of SON. Moreover, as future networks
are expected to be much more intelligent and adaptable,
by using historical or online data, solutions that do not require
lots of assumptions and that can learn intrinsic patterns in
data as the network changes are preferred. Thus, more general
solutions that can analyze data and take online decisions, such
as machine learning, should be designed [3].
Thus, in this work a distributed RL based solution is
proposed. Due to the inherit nature of RL solutions, a machine
learning technique based on a goal-seeking approach [18],
a model-free solution to the problem of user-cell association
is proposed. In this case, differently than [5], [6], [8]–[15],
no assumptions or prior knowledge are necessary, as all the
data needed for the algorithm to learn is generated online by
the network and its users. As such, the proposed method in this
paper is more robust and generic, as it can adapt to different
network conditions, while the previously reviewed literature
require previous knowledge about their environment and are
limited by the specific application designed to fit the solutions.
Other works, such as [7], [16], [17], also utilize RL to
perform cell association, however the main drawback of these
solutions is that only network parameters are optimized and
user parameters and requirements are assumed to be random,
achieving a sub-optimal solution. In [7], [16], and [17], for
example, it is assumed that users weights are binary random
and do not depend on users QoS requirement. As such,
the weights associated for each user and its requirements
would not always conform with its demands leading to a
limited optimization. Furthermore, this assumption can lead
to network resource wastage, as users that did not have a
stringent demand, could end up having high weights, while
more demanding users could be assigned low weight. As such,
the works in [7], [16], and [17] do not optimize user parameters, but only network parameters (SCs CREOs), leading to a
network centric (or BS-specific) solution and are not capable
of solving the problem for each user individually. In addition,
in [7], [16], and [17], the proposed solutions are denoted as
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user-centric because the metrics evaluated are considered from
a user perspective, but they do not actually perform any user
optimization.
Thus, unlike [7], [16], [17], in which user weights are
assumed to be random, in this work, an optimization of
both network and user parameters is performed, so that
user-specific cell association can be achieved, leading to
better network resource consumption and user satisfaction.
Moreover, as future cellular networks are expected to be
more user-oriented and deal with several applications with
different requirements, it is only natural that solutions which
try to optimize individual user and network parameters are
developed. In addition, not only will different types of users
need to be addressed, but also the same user could have
different requirements at different times of the day, as it
utilizes different applications. Hence, a solution that can adapt
itself to different user needs and that can treat users differently
based on their current requirements is needed, and, for that to
be possible, an intelligent user-specific approach is necessary.

B. Objectives and Contributions
As seen from the literature review, backhaul-aware cell association has been a focal topic of research in the recent years.
However, solutions in this area still remain network-centric
and agnostic to the diversity of user requirements. On the other
hand, BS-centric association has been studied in the past in
the works of Jaber et al. [7], [16], [17], which endows the cell
association process with the ability to distinguish and prioritize
users requirements. However, these efforts are still limited by
the network parameter tuning and do not account for the users’
ability to improve its choice. This work is the first to address
this issue of both tuning network and user parameters and to
propose a two-step association scheme that outperforms prior
state-of-the-art solutions with minimum added complexity.
The proposed solution is based on RL, more specifically
Q-learning, and it is shown to be robust and flexible to enable
an autonomous cell association, enabling the stringent requirements needed for future cellular networks in a heterogeneous
and diverse environment. By optimizing both network and user
parameters, the proposed solution is able to allocate to each
user what it needs without wasting network resources and
making other users suffer, this, in its turn, enables more users
to be allocated to the network while also satisfying their needs,
improving individual and overall (by consequence) QoS. The
contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
•

•

•

To provide an end-to-end paradigm in terms of downlink
user-cell association, considering the radio access network, backhaul conditions and users QoS requirements;
To optimize the user-cell association process by delivering to each user only what was requested, minimizing
network resource wastage;
To perform both network and user parameters optimization, considering both network constraints and
user requirements to achieve user-specific cell association, in an adaptable and intelligent manner via RL
(Q-Learning).

Fig. 1. Example of how applying CREO can change the cell association of
users in the network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II overviews the problem and explains key concepts,
such as CREO, RL and Q-Learning. Section III presents the
system model and the proposed solution, Section IV discusses
numerical results and Section V provides a summary of the
key finds of the paper and suggestions for future works.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Cell Range Extension Offset (CREO)
Current downlink cell association methods rely solely on
radio interface parameters, such as the RSRP or Signal to
Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR), to determine which
cell a user should be associated to. In the future, however,
as NGMNs are expected to be much more diverse and heterogeneous by nature, the bottleneck of cellular networks will
shift from the RAN to the backhaul and current association
methods will probably not be adequate [5]–[7], [17], [19].
Since the transmit power of a macro BS and a SC are very
different, much in favor of the macro BS, the problem of load
imbalance in the network is created. If only the RSRP or
SINR is considered, most users would prefer to connect to
the macro BS, as it has a higher transmit power, overloading
it and leaving the SCs underloaded [20], [21].
To solve this issue, a technique known as CREO was
developed, in which SCs artificially extend their coverage area
by adding an artificial offset to the user perceived RSRP in the
association process [22]. Figure 1 shows an example, in which,
a SC is overlaid on top of a macro cell. Initially, the SC covers
only the light blue area, however, when CREO is applied,
the SC’s coverage area is artificially extended to the darker
dotted area. Hence, users within this greater coverage area will
now prefer to connect to the SC instead of the macro cell.
Although adding a CREO can provide several benefits,
such as enhanced uplink data rates, increased capacity (by
means of load balancing), and improving network robustness,
by making SCs less sensitive to their deployment location,
only artificially increasing the perceived transmit power of SCs
is not enough to improve the performance of the network [22].
If a fixed CREO was applied to all SCs the problem of
load balance would be solved, but the problem of backhaul
congestion would be created. Also, since tuning SCs CREOs
only considers the problem from a RAN perspective, this
would not completely attend different users requirements and
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would not be able to provide enough QoS, nor meet the
requirements for future networks [7], [16], [17].
Hence, it is clear that optimizing only the radio interface is
not enough, and that a joint optimization between the radio
interface and the backhaul is needed. In addition, SCs should
also adjust their CREOs more efficiently and intelligently,
so that users with different requirements can connect to the
SCs that best fit their needs. Also, if only the parameters
from the network side are tuned, only a group of users can
be satisfied, as those with the highest priority to a specific
requirement [7], [17]. Thus, in order to provide a user-specific
cell association, which attends to a wide range of user requirements, it is clear that an optimization at the user side must also
be done, so that users can be intelligently associated to the best
fitting SC.
B. Reinforcement Learning (RL)
RL is a machine learning technique based on a goal-seeking
approach [18]. In contrast to other machine learning techniques, such as supervised learning, in which the system learns
by analyzing examples provided by an external supervisor,
in RL, the learner must discover which actions to take by trying them [18], [23]. In RL, a system, called an agent, interacts
with its surroundings, the environment. These two elements
interact continuously, with the agent selecting different actions
based on new situations (states) presented by the environment.
After taking an action, the agent receives a reward from the
environment. This reward can be either a positive value, if the
action was good, or a negative value (a penalty), if the action
was bad. The goal of a RL system is to maximize the total
reward and to achieve it, an agent must not only exploit the
best actions currently known, but also explore new actions,
in order to determine if there are better possible actions. This
is known as the exploration-exploitation trade-off [18], [23].
1) Q-Learning: one of the most used algorithms in RL is
Q-Learning. First proposed by Watkins, in [24], Q-Learning
is a learning method that learns an action-value function,
Q, which represents the expected value of an agent being
in a certain state and taking a specific action. However,
Q-Learning, in contrast to others RL methods, directly approximates the optimal action-value functions, Q∗ , independently
of the policy being followed (it is guaranteed to converge for
any chosen policy), hence, the RL problem becomes simpler
to implement [18], [24].
Q-Learning is a learning method, that at each step at a
state, st , chooses an action, at , that maximizes the action-value
function Q(st , at ). This function indicates how good is taking
action, a, at state, s, according to a reward, r. More formally,
Q-Learning is defined as [18], [23], [24]
Q(st , at ) ← Q(st , at ) + α[rt+1
+φ max Q(st+1 , a) − Q(st , at )],
a

(1)

where Q(st , at ) is the current action-value function, α, is the
learning rate, rt+1 is the expected reward at the next time step,
φ is the discount factor and maxa Q(st+1 , a) is an estimate of
the optimal future action-value function at the next time step.
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III. S YSTEM M ODEL
A downlink heterogeneous network scenario is considered. In this scenario, a single macro cell is positioned
in the center and is divided in m sectors, denoted as
M = {M1 , . . . , Mm }. On top of each sector, n SCs,
S = {SM1 ,1 , SM2 ,1 , . . . , SMm ,n }, are randomly distributed,
and the set with all cells in the system is defined as C = M∪S.
Also, each SC has a single non-ideal last-mile connection,
while the backhaul connection between the macro BS and the
core network is assumed to be ideal. In addition, each SC is
assumed to have η adjustable CREOs, one for each backhaul
parameter. These offsets are defined as O = {O1,1 , . . . , Oc,η },
with c ∈ [1, |C|], and each CREO can assume values from
V = {V1 , V2 , . . . , Vmax }.
On top of this network, U users are distributed and each
sector is considered to have k users, with higher concentration
near the SCs, U = {u1,1 , um,2 , . . . , um,k }, and p = m · k
is the total number of users. Furthermore, each user has μ
required parameters (μ = η), which can be seen as QoS
parameters that a user is concerned about. In addition, users
QoS requirements are represented by E = {E1,1 , . . . , Ep,μ },
and, for each requirement, each user has an associated weight
to it (defined by the application, for example), denoted as
W = {W1,1 , . . . , Wp,μ }. These weights are adjustable,
and can assume values in G = {G1 , G2 , . . . , Gmax } and
the network
monitors
 the QoS of users, represented by
 

.
, . . . , Ep,μ
E = E1,1
It is assumed that each user can connect to a single cell at
a time and cells have limited radio and backhaul resources.
Whenever a user is allocated to a BS, it consumes one
Resource Block (RB) and both macro and SCs have a limited
amount of RBs. This assumption is made for comparison
purposes and, as such, the resulting gains are not defined
by the number of RBs each user has, but by finding a more
suitable cell association.1 Regarding interference, macro and
SCs share the same frequency band while enhanced Inter-Cell
Interference Coordination (eICIC) and Almost Blank Subframes (ABS) are utilized in order to mitigate inter-cell
interference between macro and SCs [7], [16], [17], [25]. In
addition, a frequency reuse factor of one is considered. Lastly,
as per 3GPP current standards, the CREO of serving and
neighboring cells are broadcast to users in the vicinity using
common control channels.
A. Cell Association
In order to associate users to cells, the received signal power
from each cell is computed. The RSRP, Ru,c , (in dB) of user
u and cell c, can be expressed as
Ru,c = Pc − 10 · log10 (Nsc ) − Hu,c − L, ∀ c ∈ C , (2)
where Pc is the transmit power of cell c, Nsc is the total
number of sub-carriers2 in cell c, Hu,c is the path loss between
user u and cell c, and L is the penetration loss.
1 This is assumed for the sake of simplicity, but, in practice, RB allocation
could be done dynamically.
2 Sub-channels in a specific time-slot are considered (definition of a RB).
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A log-distance path loss is assumed and is defined as [26]


(3)
Hu,c = Ψ + 10γ · log10 du,c + Xσ ,
where Ψ is a propagation constant, γ is the propagation
exponent, du,c is the distance between the user u and cell
c, and Xσ is defined as the log normal shadowing component.
Based on the received power from each cell, users are then
going to decide which cell to associate with. This is done by
a ranking system, which takes into account only the perceived
RSRP, if the user is trying to connect to the macro cell, or
the RSRP combined with the SC’s CREO and user weights,
in case it is a SC. The cell ranking can be expressed as
⎧
if c ∈ M.
⎪
⎨Ru,c ,
η
1
(4)
Ku,c =
⎪
Wu,i · Oc,i ,
if c ∈ S.
⎩Ru,c + η
i=1
After each user ranks every cell, the cell association process
begins. If a BS has enough space to accommodate a user
request, and the user’s SINR is above a certain threshold, then
the user connects to the desired cell. The perceived SINR of
user u, and cell c, can be calculated as
⎧
Ru,c
⎪
⎪
,
⎪
n
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
ωi Ru,i
⎪
⎪ N + ζABS
⎪
⎪
i=1,i =c
⎪
⎪
⎨
if c ∈ M.
SINRu,c =
Ru,c
⎪
⎪
,
⎪
n
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
N + ζABS
ωi Ru,i + (1 − ζABS )Ru,M
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
i=1,i =c
⎪
⎪
⎩
if c ∈ S.
(5)
where N is the noise power, ζABS corresponds to the fraction
of ABS time that the SCs transmit (in percentage — between
0 and 1), ωi is the load of SC i,

n

i=1,i =c

Ru,i is the RSRP from

other SCs belonging to the sector that the user is connected to
and (1 − ζABS )Ru,M is the interference from the macro cell
sector that the user belongs to, scaled down by the percentage
of time that the macro cell is not transmitting due to ABS.
If the BS does not have enough RBs or if the SINR is
not high enough, then the user tries to connect to the next
best cell. This process is repeated for the next four BSs until
a connection can be established, or if that is not possible,
the user is then assumed to be out of coverage in that time
slot [7]. If however, a BS has more than enough RBs to serve
its users, the remaining RBs are assumed to be unused during
that time slot. If a user is connected, then the maximum user
throughput is estimated as


(6)
Tu,c = B · log2 1 + SINRu,c ,
where B is the bandwidth occupied by one RB. In addition,
the amount of backhaul throughput required for all users
connected to a cell is computed as
Uc

λc = ρc ·

Tu,c ,
u=1

(7)

where ρc > 1 represents the backhaul overhead [7], and Uc
denotes the total number of users connected to the cell.
Since SCs have limited backhaul capacities, whenever
their required backhaul throughput exceeds its total capacity,
the effective throughput of all users connected to that cell is
reduced. The effective throughput of users is expressed as
⎧
⎨Tu,c ,
if λc ≤ Cc ,

=
Tu,c
(8)
Cc − λc
⎩Tu,c −
,
if λc > Cc ,
Uc
where Cc is the maximum backhaul capacity of cell, c.
The throughput of each cell, c, can be calculated as
Uc

Tc =


Tu,c
,

(9)

u=1

and the total throughput of the system can be determined by
|C| Uc

T =


Tu,c
.

(10)

c=1 u=1

IV. P ROPOSED S CHEME
The objective of the proposed system is to maximize the
total effective cumulative throughput of all users, given a
set of constraints. This can be done by tuning both CREOs
of SCs and user weights in a centralized manner. However,
centralized solutions can be impractical, as it would require an
extra layer of communication between the SCs, users, and the
centralized unit in order to disseminate changes in the network,
increasing signaling overhead. In addition, synchronization
would become an issue, as using an outdated values fetched
from the centralized unit could impact the performance of the
system. As such, a distributed approach is preferred.
The proposed solution aims to divide the global optimization problem of maximizing the total system throughput into
smaller sub-problems. These sub-problems can be defined as
maximizing the throughput of each individual cell of the
system, given certain backhaul constraints. More formally,
the optimization objective can be formulated as
maximize Tc (O, W)

(11a)

Subject to RBc ≤ RBmax
Cc ≥ λc

(11b)
(11c)

O,W

Uc


Eu,μ
− Eu,μ
≤ θμ , Cc ≥ λc , ∀ μ
Eu,μ
u=1

Eu,μ

− Eu,μ
≥ 0, ∀u ∈ U, ∀ μ.
Eu,μ

(11d)
(11e)

where θμ represents a threshold that determines how much
over satisfaction, on average, is allowed for each parameter μ.
Note that constraints (11e) and (11e) have their signal changed
when latency is considered (latency value is minimized, while
the other parameters are maximized).
As it can be seen, maximizing the throughput of each
individual cell of the network, in (11a), is subject to four
different constraints. The first constraint (11c) states that
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each cell c is limited by a maximum number of RBs, or in
other words is limited in the number of users it can serve.
The second one, (11d), states that each cell has a maximum
backhaul capacity and that if the total capacity required by the
users associated to cell c exceeds it, then the throughput of all
users associated to that cell is reduced, as defined in (8). In
addition to this constraint, each SC keeps track of how many
RBs it has, so the CREO optimization takes into account both
radio and backhaul parameters. The third constraint, (11e),
states that the average satisfaction level of users connected
to a cell must be below a certain threshold, given that there
are backhaul resources available in the SC. This constraint
attempts to limit the amount of over-satisfaction users can
have and aims to distribute better the backhaul resources. By
respecting this constraint, the system perceives allocating few
users with too much of a certain resource as a bad maneuver,
as more users would be left starving. Hence, the system will
try to find a better user-cell association in order to reduce this
over-satisfaction and distribute better the backhaul resources.
It is also important to note that this constraint does not deal
with resource allocation, it only attempts to satisfy users by
changing the cell each user is associated with, specially in
idle mode. For example, if a user requires 5ms latency, but
is associated with a SC that provides 1ms of latency, this
association is not very efficient, as this user is over-satisfied
and is wasting resources that could serve other users that
require lower latency. Thus, changing association of this user
to a SC with higher latency would be more efficient, as the
user could still be satisfied and the precious latency resource
is freed for a more demanding user. Based on that, the value
of θμ can then be chosen as a system parameter, which
determines how much over-satisfaction, on average, is allowed
at the expense of less satisfaction of other users. However,
by considering only these two constraints, as in [7], [16],
and [17], only the aggregate performance of users connected
to a certain cell is optimized, making the system not able to
track individual user performance.
Based on these issues of dealing only with the aggregate
performance of users, a fourth constraint, (11e), is proposed.
This constraint states that each user should be allocated more
than its target QoS (each user should be satisfied). It should
be noted that constraints (11e) and (11e) have opposing optimization objectives. Consequently, satisfying both constraints
results in a solution where each user measures a QoS value

→ Eu,μ . In
that is as close as possible to its target Eu,μ
other words, each user should be allocated only enough of
each resource, so that it is satisfied. By doing this, the system
guarantees that each user is satisfied, while enabling more
backhaul resources to be shared, avoiding the limitation of
being constrained by the aggregate performance of users as in
[7], [16], and [17], and achieving a user-specific solution.
In order to accomplish the objective defined in (11a),
a formulation based on RL is proposed, consisting of two
different optimization processes. First, an optimization from
the network perspective of SCs CREOs is performed. In this
optimization, the SCs learn the best set of CREOs, Oc,η , that
satisfies the majority of their users (this optimization addresses
constraints (11d) and (11e)), similar to the optimization
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performed in [7], [16], and [17]. After that, each user will
optimize its own weights, Wu,μ , also via a RL formulation,
and as highlighted in the introduction, this is the main contribution of the paper, achieving a user-specific cell association.
A. SCs Learning
In order to solve the optimization problem in (11a), an intelligent and distributed solution based on Q-Learning is proposed. The SCs belonging to S have a set of η adjustable
CREOs, that can be learned in order to maximize the perceived
throughput of each SC. Hence, each SC is considered to be
an agent and the network is the environment.
The actions, ac , that each SC can take are defined by
the changes in their CREO values, Oc,η , described by V. In
addition, each SC is considered to have η attributes, and one
adjustable CREO for each attribute. Each CREO is learned and
adjusted independently from one another (each SC considers
independent state-action pairs for each parameter, η). The
policy that the agents follow in order to take actions is a
completely greedy one, in which the best action is chosen
at every iteration. In terms of states, each SC can be in one
out of three possible states:
• State 1, if constraint (11d) is not satisfied (the backhaul
is currently overloaded).
• State 2, if constraint (11d) is satisfied and (11e) is not
(the backhaul has resources available, but users have not
been associated in an optimal way, as there are users
over-satisfied).
• State 3, if both constraints (11d) and (11e) are satisfied
— the SC can accommodate more users (its backhaul is
not overloaded) and the user association is good enough.
More formally, the states, υc , that each SC can be are
⎧
⎪
1,
if λc > Cc ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
Uc
⎨

Eu,μ
− Eu,μ
υc = 2,
> θμ | Cc ≥ λc , (12)
if
⎪
E
u,μ
⎪
u=1
⎪
⎪
⎩3,
otherwise.
For each state-action pair a reward, rυc ,ac , is associated, and
it can be seen as a value corresponding to the consequence of
taking certain action and ending up in a specific state [18].
The reward in this case is defined as
⎧
⎪
if υc = 1 ,
⎪A1 ,
⎪
⎪
Uc

⎪
⎨
Eu,μ − Eu,μ
,
if υc = 2 ,
(13)
rυc ,ac =
Eu,μ
⎪
u=1
⎪
⎪
⎪
C − λc
⎪
⎩A2 · c
,
if υc = 3.
Cc
In State 1, as a cell should always try to avoid having
its backhaul overloaded, a low reward (e.g. A1 = −1000)
is defined. In State 2, however, despite the backhaul of the
SC not being overloaded, the association performed is not the
best, as some users are over-satisfied (indicating that other
users might be starving). Since this state is also not ideal, but
not as bad as State 1, a low reward based on the percentage
difference between what the majority of users achieved and
requested is assigned. Lastly, in State 3, which is the best
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possible state a cell can be, the reward is defined as the
percentage difference between a cell’s maximum and current
backhaul capacity, multiplied by a constant (e.g. A2 = 100),
and represents how many more users are able to fit in cell c.
A constant is added so that whenever a cell moves from one
state to state 3, the algorithm will yield a high reward value.
Based on that, for each state-action pair and its reward, each
agent learns and updates its η Q-Tables. Since these tables
depend only on the state-action pairs, each Q-Table, Qc,η is
an [ac × υc ] matrix, and, for each iteration of the algorithm,
they are updated following the formulation in (1). Lastly, since
the algorithm operates in an iterative manner, it is only natural
that a stopping criteria is devised to guarantee the convergence
of the proposed solution. In this case, two stopping criteria are
formulated. The first guarantees that the optimization is not
perform indefinitely, as such, the SCs perform their CREOs
optimization for a maximum number of iterations (Msc ), while
the second states that if the reward does not improve from one
iteration to the other more than a threshold, (rth ), it is also
accepted that the algorithm has converged.
B. User Weights Learning
After the SCs learn their CREOs, which represent the best
offset that will please the majority of the users connected to
each cell, the user weights learning begins. Each user learns
the weights, Wu,μ , given to each parameter, μ, also using a
Q-Learning formulation. In this learning problem, each user is
considered an agent of the system and the network represents
their environment. Each user can take certain actions, au ,
represented by changes in their weights Wu,μ , described by G
and the same greedy policy from the SCs learning is assumed.
For each parameter, μ, each user can be in one of two states:
• State 1, if the user is not satisfied with respect to
parameter μ (constraint (11e) is violated).
• State 2, if the user is satisfied with respect to parameter
μ (constraint (11e) is satisfied). 3
Hence, the states that a user can be, υu , are represented by
υu =

1,
2,


if Eu,μ
< Eu,μ ,

if Eu,μ ≥ Eu,μ .

(14)

In terms of reward, rυu ,au , for both states the reward is
given as the relative difference between what was achieved
and what was requested. The reward is defined as
rυu ,au =


− Eu,μ
Eu,μ
,
Eu,μ

(15)

and represent how far away each user is from being satisfied
or how much a user is over satisfied.
For each state-action pair and reward, each agent updates its
μ Q-Tables independently for each parameter, resulting in a
change of weights for each user. In this case, each Q-Table is
represented by a matrix [au × υu ] and for each time-step of
the algorithm, they are updated via (1). Lastly, similar to the
SC learning, the same two stopping criteria were devised for
the user weights learning, in which the algorithm stops either
3 Since a lower value of latency is preferred, (14) will have its signal changed
when the latency parameter is considered.

after a fixed number of maximum iterations (Muw ) or after
its reward did not improve more than a threshold from one
iteration to the other.
C. Proposed Algorithm
Based on the system model and learning phases, an iterative algorithm for the proposed solution can be elaborated,
in which the optimization of SCs CREOs and users weights is
performed. The proposed solution is distributed, in which SCs
update their CREOs independently from other cells and users
also update their weights independently from one another.
Furthermore, the algorithm is composed of two different
parts, the first, SC learning, deployed in every SC of the
network, performs an optimization of CREOs. The second,
user weights learning, is deployed in all users devices, and
optimizes user weights in order to achieve user-specific cell
association.
In terms of the network optimization, each algorithm in
every SC needs to have certain parameters initialized, such
as backhaul characteristics (load and η parameters, mainly:
capacity, latency and resiliency). In addition, SCs CREOs,
Q-Tables, and the number of users connected to it are all
initialized as zero when the cells are turned on. In terms of
users requirements, they could be initialized by different applications, such as whenever an audio/video stream application is
open, a higher preference for high throughput and low latency
could be requested.
It is envisioned that the SC learning takes place whenever
the network detects that its performance is below a threshold,
for example, if the total network throughput is below a certain
value. As such, whenever this conditions is triggered, each SC
learns the best CREOs that satisfy the majority of the users
connected to them. These offsets depend not only on the state
the cell is currently in, and environment conditions, such as
shadowing, backhaul load and the number of available RBs,
but also on user’s requirements and weights. Based on that,
each cell selects the best action, according to what it knows,
for each time-slot. In addition, due to the way the problem is
formulated and the way that the states are given by the constraints defined in (11a), the SCs will always be in only one of
the possible three states. Hence, for that time-slot, depending
on the current SCs states, they will try to find the optimal
CREO that maximizes the system total reward, as given by the
RL formulation. In other words, the RL optimization problem
can be seen as a system that tries to maximize its total reward,
by dividing its goal (total cumulative reward) into smaller
micro goals (maximize the reward of each iteration). As such,
in every iteration, independently of the state a SC is, it will
always try to find the best solution for that time slot. In
addition, since there is a certain correlation between successive
time slots in the network, the SCs keep their Q-Tables between
time slots, in order to utilize previous gathered knowledge in
order to find better actions in the future.
At the end of this stage, the new CREOs are communicated
to the users via the control channel. For the user learning,
it is planned that users can change their weights whenever
their perceived QoS is below a target. This can happen due
to several reasons, such as changes in SCs CREOs, network
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failures or outages, or network congestion. If a user triggers
its learning, the best weights that are assigned to each of its μ
parameters are going to be learned. Similarly to the learning
of SCs, each user evaluates the best actions that it can take
based on its current state for that time-slot, which depends
on parameters such as the RSRP, the user’s position, and the
SCs’ CREOs. Then, for each parameter, the users choose the
best available weight, while keeping μ Q-Tables between timeslots. Similarly to the SCs scenario, the Q-Learning of user
weights can also be seen as each agent trying to maximize
their total cumulative reward (being satisfied with respect to
each parameter), but by dividing it into iterations, instead of
each agent trying to maximize just one global goal, smaller
goals at every iteration are pursued. After the user update its
weights, the network association process, according to (4) is
performed in order to decide if the user stays in the same cell
or is handed over to a better more fitting cell.
Because of this iterative process, it is inevitable that
ping-pongs occur in the network. However, due to the way
the system is modeled, ping-pongs can only occur whenever
a cell does not have enough resources to accommodate a user
or if the channel conditions between a user and that cell are
not good enough, resulting in a poor SINR. However, if any
of these conditions are true, the user should be reallocated to
a better cell anyway, independently of the proposed algorithm.
In addition, because the proposed algorithm only occurs whenever certain thresholds are met, meaning that the network is
not operating at its optimal point or that users are not satisfied,
users should also attempt to connect to another cell, resulting
in no number of increased connections.
Furthermore, it is envisioned that the weights learned by
each individual user are kept in his device and can depend
on the type of application being utilized. As such, the proposed solution presents no issues regarding the utilization of
different applications. On the one hand, regarding mobility
management, the proposed algorithm presents the same issues
as current solutions for heterogeneous networks, in which
user devices in idle mode are continuously ranking potential
serving cells. On the other hand, the proposed framework is
more robust and can adapt to changes faster, as user devices
have the advantage of performing a use-centric selection based
on learned weights, while also utilizing previous historical data
and gathered knowledge.
Algorithms 1 and 2 show an implementation of the SCs and
users learning, respectively, while Fig. 2 shows a diagram of
the overall proposed solution. In the diagram it can be seen that
both users and SC keep monitoring their performance in order
to decide when to trigger the proper algorithm. The diagram
shows that user 1 (UE1), in active mode, keeps monitoring
the network at certain time instants (which can be defined
according to application, for example) and when it detects that
the performance is below a threshold it triggers Algorithm 2,
updating its weights. After that UE1 then changes SC and
re-evaluates the network, determining that its condition is back
to the desired level. It can also be seen that the SC monitors the
network performance and whenever the network conditions are
below a threshold it triggers Algorithm 1 resulting in a change
of CREOs. These new CREOs are then broadcast to all users,
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Algorithm 1 Small Cells Q-Learning
inputs : backhaul conditions, cell load, E, W
output: O
1 for all small cells do
2
for each parameter η do
3
for all iterations do
4
Measure λc and θμ
5
Determine SC current state using (12), υc
6
Choose action: select new CREO value, Oc,η
7
Determine reward using (13), rυc ,ac
8
Perform action: change SC CREO value
9
Measure new λc and θμ
10
Update SC state
11
Update Q-Tables according to (1)
12
if Stopping Criteria is met then
13
Stop
14
end
15
end
16
end
17 end
18 Return O
Algorithm 2 User Weights Q-Learning
inputs : RSRP, E, E , O
output: W
1 for all users do
2
for each parameter μ do
3
for all iterations do
4
Measure user (dis)satisfaction
5
Determine current user state using (14), υu
6
Choose action: select new weight, Wu,μ
7
Determine reward using (15), rυu ,au
8
Perform action: change user weight
9
Measure new user (dis)satisfaction
10
Update user state
11
Update Q-Tables according to (1)
12
if Stopping Criteria is met then
13
Stop
14
end
15
end
16
end
17 end
18 Return W

independently if they are in idle or active mode and also of
Algorithm 2. Lastly, the diagram also shows what happens if
a user is in idle mode (UE2). In this case, when UE2 joins the
network, it first performs an initial cell selection, to determine
which to camp on and then, after new CREOs are received,
it re-evaluates the cell selection procedure to determine if it
will remain or handover to a new SC. When UE2 is in idle
mode it only needs to reselect cells when new CREOs are
broadcast and no user weights optimization is performed in
this stage. Only after UE2 has moved from idle to active
mode that it starts monitoring the network and performing
Algorithm 2, if necessary.
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Fig. 2.
Diagram showing how the proposed solution can work. In this
diagram, only 2 users are shown for convenience, but it is assumed that more
users are connected to the SC. Both users and SC monitor the network and
change their parameters if the performance is below a threshold.

D. Complexity, Convergence and Overhead Analysis
The proposed solution is analyzed in terms of computational
complexity, convergence and signaling complexity to highlight
its feasibility and practical implementation.
1) Complexity Analysis: it is shown in [27] that for the
worst case scenario, the Q-Learning complexity scales linearly
with the number of states and actions, assuming a computational complexity of O(s·a), where s denotes the total number
of possible states, and a represents the total number of possible
actions. For the proposed algorithm, since the η CREOs and
μ weights optimizations can run in parallel, the increase in
complexity for each SC is given by O(υc · ac ), and each user
would also require an extra computation of O(υu · au ).
When compared to the fixed CREOs solutions, the proposed solution is slightly more complex, however, this extra
complexity at both the network and user sides translate to
extra QoS gains. When compared to the BS-centric solution, the proposed method adds only an additional level
of complexity at the user side, but as the results show,
this increase in complexity is traded-off by gains in user
satisfaction.
2) Convergence Analysis: Q-Learning has already been
shown to converge independently of the policy chosen in
[18] and [24]. As previously mentioned, the RL optimization
problem can be seen as a system that tries to maximize its
total reward by dividing the problem into smaller micro goals.
Hence, from a convergence perspective, it can be said that
the algorithm converges at every episode (network snapshot),
while also maintaining its Q-Tables in between episodes. In
other words, the proposed solution attempts to find, for the
current network configuration, the best CREO and weights
settings. In addition, although the network changes in between
episodes, there is a quite strong correlation between successive

time instants, hence the algorithm is able to take future actions
based on previous knowledge and maximize its total reward.
3) Overhead Analysis: the proposed scheme can be implemented in current LTE networks with minimal modifications
to the standards. One possible modification may be a small
change in the current CREO settings supported by LTE,
in which the optimized CREO values of each cell are broadcast
using different frequencies and a cell identifier [28]. In this
case the frequency of broadcasting the optimized CREO values
would remain unaltered, whereas the frequency in which UEs
in idle mode access this information may be changed as it
depends on specific implementation. It may also be beneficial
that users in idle mode change the frequency in which they
access the CREO information, although it is not necessary.
As such, the proposed changes would be to associate multiple
offsets with every neighboring cell, requiring only n · η · b
extra overhead, where n represents the number of SCs, η
is the number of extra parameters, and b is the number of
bits currently used for one offset. One possible alternative to
deal with this is to design a system in which the CREOs are
broadcast one after the other repetitively in such a way that
users are signaled the number of offsets to expect and how
often they should get an update. If that is the case, then no
additional signaling for broadcasting the CREOs is required.
Another source of overhead increase is the need to continuously inform all neighbors of all dynamically optimized
CREOs (over the X2 or the S1 interface). This additional
overhead has the same cost as before, as n · η · b. However,
despite the increase in overhead, the user-specific scheme is
advantageous from a signaling perspective when compared to
a user-QoS or backhaul constraint agnostic association policy.
The reason is that, in the latter, the probability of a user associating with an unsuitable cell is higher, leading to handovers
being triggered to improve user QoS. Hence, by reducing
the number of handovers in the network, providing a better
user-cell association should be advantageous. Compared to
current systems, the proposed scheme increases the signaling
proportional to the number of cells, but reduces the overhead
in proportion to the number of users, so the cumulative
overhead is expected to reduce considerably. Lastly, the user
weights optimization does not require that users send their
weights to the network, as each user will perform its own
optimization, and this optimization can be implementation
specific, depending on vendors or applications, and does not
require any changes in current standards.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
A. Simulation Scenario
In order to provide a proof of concept, an illustrative
simulation scenario was set up in MATLAB. For this scenario,
a single macro cell, with m = 3 sectors was considered, and,
on top of each sector, n = 7 SCs were overlaid in a random
manner. Each SC is considered to have one backhaul link,
which can be of one of four types: optical fibre, mm Wave,
microwave or copper wire. Each backhaul has η = 3 attributes
that define its performance, as seen in Table I, in terms of:
capacity, the total data rate that each backhaul is able to
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TABLE I

TABLE II

BACKHAUL PARAMETERS [7], [17]

S IMULATION PARAMETERS [16], [25], [29]–[31]

Fig. 3. Simulation scenario. The macro BS in the center (in gray) covers an
m = 3 sectored area (dark blue circles). On each sector, n = 7 SCs, with
different backhauls (represented by different colors), and k = 315 users are
randomly distributed, with higher concentration near the SCs.

support; latency, the delay that users experience if connected
to that link; 4 resilience, the reliability of the connection.
In each sector k = 315 users are distributed. A third of
the users were distributed uniformly and randomly all over
the sector, while the other two thirds were uniformly and
randomly distributed near the SCs. It is also considered that
each user has μ = 3 requirements based on throughput,
latency and resilience. In the simulated environment these
requirements were generated randomly, assuming that users
had an equal probability of requesting either a low or high
value for each requirement, however, in a real situation, these
could be dictated by the application. Figure 3 shows one
possible configuration of the scenario, in which the macro
cell, represented by the gray dot in the center, covers a three
sectored area represented by the dark blue circles. On top
of each sector, 7 SCs are randomly positioned, each with
a different backhaul connection, and 315 users are overlaid.
Table II shows the simulation parameters, which conform to
3GPP specifications as proposed in [29].
The system is ran for a total of ten independent runs, with
different starting conditions, such as user requirements and
positions, SC locations and backhaul links. At the beginning of
each run the η and μ Q-Tables of SCs and users, respectively,
are initialized to zero, but as previously mentioned, the corresponding matrices will be maintained in between episodes,
being reset only after another episode begins. Also, other
parameters such as channel conditions (fading and shadowing),
backhaul loads, and user positions vary from one episode
4 It is assumed that other latencies, such as queuing delay, or the delay caused
by different ABS patterns can be dealt with other state-of-the-art algorithms,
and that the backhaul latency is the minimum latency that can be achieved,
bounded by the fixed link.

to another. In each run, a total of fifty episodes are performed
and the metrics are computed and averaged out. In addition, for
the first episode of the algorithm, an allocation process based
only on the RSRP is done, so that a real network scenario
with users already allocated to the cells of the system can be
simulated. During the other episodes of the algorithm, the userspecific solution, based on Q-Learning, is evaluated. The
computed metrics are then averaged out, in order to measure
the performance of the system and evaluate the robustness of
the proposed solution. Moreover, each episode is assumed to
be one snapshot of the network, in which network conditions
remain static and the SCs and users perform their optimization
process over a certain amount of iterations (according to
their stopping criteria). For example, in every episode it is
assumed that channel and network conditions, such as RAN
and backhaul, as well as user mobility remain the same. This is
performed for the sake of simulation and in a real system, this
optimization would be done in real time. Lastly, for the mm
Wave backhaul an outage probability is assumed and it is
evaluated in every iteration of the algorithm. When an outage
occurs, users perceive a very low RSRP from that SC (e.g.
−500dBm) and no connections to that cell are allowed in that
iteration.
B. Performance Metrics
The proposed solution is compared to the BS-Centric
approach [17] and both 6dB and 12dB fixed CREO.
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Fig. 4. System performance in terms of total network throughput (a), number of users in outage (b), percentage of unsatisfied users for each parameter
(c) and dissatisfaction rates for each parameter (d).

The performance is measured in terms of four metrics: cumulative throughput; total number of users in outage; percentage
of unsatisfied users for each parameter; dissatisfaction rate for
each parameter. The dissatisfaction is defined as the percentage
difference between what was requested and allocated, considering only unsatisfied users, as
|C| |Uc |

Dμ =
c=1 u=1


Eu,μ − Eu,μ

, ∀u ∈ U|Eu,μ < Eu,μ
,
Eu,μ

(16)

where μ ∈ {T, L, R}, T denotes throughput, L corresponds
to latency, and R to resiliency. Lastly, the penalty incurred in
throughput due to ABS is considered in the results.
C. Numerical Results
Figure 4a shows the results for the cumulative throughput
of the network. As it can be seen, the cumulative throughput
is largest when a fixed CREO is applied, performing better
for a 12dB CREO. This works as expected, as by artificially
increasing the range of SCs, more users are pushed to the SCs,
achieving better reuse of the spectrum (more RBs being available). Hence, the 12dB CREO solution achieves the highest
cumulative throughput. When comparing the BS-Centric and
user-specific solutions, it can be seen that their performance

approach the fixed 6dB CREO, with the user-specific solution
slightly outperforming both approaches. This also works as
expected, as in some cases it is better to apply large CREOs
attracting more users to certain SCs, while in others is best
to apply smaller CREOs, making users associate with the
macro BS more often. Furthermore, because the reward of
the intelligent solutions (BS-Centric and user-specific) is not
only composed of the cumulative throughput but also of the
other QoS metrics, it is natural that a trade-off between these
metrics is achieved.
Figure 4b presents the total percentage of users in outage
for each solution. Also as expected, the 12dB CREO is able to
minimize the number of users in outage, as it is able to attract
more users, due to the larger artificially extended coverage
area. In addition, it can be seen that the user-specific solution
lies in between the fixed 6dB and 12dB CREO approaches and
that the BS-Centric approach has the worst performance of all.
This highlights the gains of the proposed approach, in which
tuning user side parameters enables more users to be covered
rather than just tuning the CREOs of SCs.
Regarding users satisfaction, Fig. 4c illustrates the percentage of unsatisfied users in the network with respect to each
parameter. It can be seen that fixed CREO solutions do not
perform as well as the intelligent solutions, both BS-centric
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TABLE III
C ONTRIBUTION OF D IFFERENT U SERS TO T OTAL N UMBER OF U NSATISFIED U SERS AND D ISSATISFACTION R ATES

Fig. 5. Relative gain of the proposed algorithm. The proposed solution
outperforms other solutions in all metrics, with the exception of the number
of users in outage and cumulative throughput when compared to the fixed
12dB CREO approach.

and user-specific. Furthermore, it can be seen that tuning only
CREOs of SCs can achieve a better global performance than
fixed solutions, but by tuning both CREOs and user weights
this optimization can be enhanced. This can be explained by
the fact that when both CREOs and weights are considered,
together with the proposed constraints, the system tends to
deliver what the users have requested, minimizing network
resource wastage. This enables more users to be allocated to
that SC backhaul, provided that it has enough radio resources
available. It can also be seen that tuning both CREOs and
weights achieves a better performance with respect to all parameters. Figure 4d shows the total proportion of dissatisfaction
of users regarding each parameter, which are obtained according to (16). As it can be seen, the BS-Centric solution slightly
outperform the fixed approaches in all metrics, however in the
case of the proposed user-specific approach, the dissatisfaction
with respect to all parameters can be mitigated even further.
Figure 5 shows the relative gain of the user-specific solution
with respect to other methods. As it can be seen, by optimizing
both network and user parameters, the proposed solution is
able to reduce the number of unsatisfied users and their dissatisfaction rates by around 10%. Furthermore, when compared
with the BS-Centric approach in terms of throughput, it can
be seen that both solutions achieve a similar value, indicating

that both approaches are able to find near-optimal values for
this metric. As it can be seen, Figure 5 emphasizes that
the proposed method is able to better allocate the backhaul
resources, reducing the number of unsatisfied users as well
as their dissatisfaction rates. By delivering for each user only

→ Eu,μ , the amount of resources
what is requested, Eu,μ
allocated to over satisfied users is reduced, freeing backhaul
resources and reducing the number of unsatisfied users and
their dissatisfaction rates. However, this comes at a slightly
expense in terms of cumulative throughput and number of
users in outage (when compared to the fixed 12dB CREO
solution).
Lastly, Table III shows how users associated to the macro
cell and SCs in and out of the CREO regions contribute to
the total of unsatisfied users and dissatisfaction rates. As it
can be seen, the proposed solution is able to achieve the
minimum dissatisfaction amongst CREO users, at the expense
of a higher dissatisfaction rate of users connected to the
SCs. Also, the user-specific solution associates the second
most amount of users to SCs (when accounting both SC and
CREO regions), only behind the 12dB approach. However,
the user-specific solution associates more users to the macro
cell than the 12dB solution. This highlights the objective of
the proposed solution, in which depending on the combination
of CREOs, user weights and requirements, users are redirected
to the most fitting cell, minimizing network resource wastage.
Regarding the algorithm convergence, Figs. 6a and 6b show
the average number of iterations of SCs learning and user
learning per episode, respectively. As it can be seen and
as expected, in the beginning, as both algorithms do not
know enough about the environment, they start by performing
plenty iterations in order to find the optimal network and
user settings. However, as the number of episode increases,
this number decreases and both solutions converge to around
10 and 5 iterations in case of SC learning and user weights
learning, respectively. Moreover, it can be seen that the optimization of user weights is more stable because they operate
after the SCs have optimized their CREOs. On the other hand,
the optimization of CREOs is slightly more unstable, although
it still converges, due to network changes and user mobility,
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Analysis of the convergence properties of the proposed algorithm.

which varies from one episode to the other. It can also be
seen that the proposed solution converges rather fast, as both
algorithms converge after around 5 episodes.
Figures 6c and 6d show the average number of users
handed over per episode after performing each algorithm (in
percentage). As it can be seen, when SC learning is performed
an average and constant number of 4% of total users is
reallocated every time, while when users learn their weights,
this number starts relatively high at around 16% and then
converges, after around 20 episodes, to around 3%. This not
only shows the convergence of the proposed methods, but also
further emphasizes that by only tuning CREOs a constant
rate of users is handed over to SCs, while by tuning both
CREOs and user weights the algorithm can learn which users
to handover and only change the association of the users that
it needs to.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In order to achieve the requirements of future cellular
networks, such as the ever increasing user demands and also to
enable a wide range of applications, it is clear that intelligent
and robust solutions need to be deployed. With that in mind,
new paradigms of user-cell association need to be considered,
in which the end-to-end connectivity is contemplated, instead
of current radio interface based solutions. In addition, solutions
must also optimize not only parameters of the network, but
also user parameters, to achieve user-specific cell association.
In this paper, a RL approach, in which both SC CREOs and
user weights were optimized using Q-Learning was proposed.
Results show that the proposed method outperforms fixed

CREO solutions and another BS-centric approach. Results
also demonstrate the importance of tuning both network and
user side parameters, as this enables the proposed algorithm
to allocate only enough for each user in order for it to be
satisfied, while also allowing more backhaul resources to be
shared among other users. Thus, by optimizing both network
and user parameters a reduction of around 10% in the total
number of unsatisfied users could be achieved. One possible
extension of this work could be the investigation of a similar
scenario, but considering SCs with multiple backhauls with
different characteristics. The system could then learn either
to choose the best backhaul for each situation or to connect
different users to different types of backhauls.
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